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(57) ABSTRACT 

An operating system program alloWs dialogue boxes, 
de?ned Without any explicit resiZing parameters, to be 
resiZed appropriately to the types of controls contained 
Within them. The approach is to “Walk-through” the dimen 
sional de?nitions for the controls, their siZes and positions, 
and the dimensions of the dialogue box itself. With this 
information, roWs and columns are de?ned and identi?ed as 
resiZable. When the dialogue box dimensions are changed, 
the additional length is distributed among the resiZable roWs 
and columns. According to the method, only roWs, only 
columns, both roWs and columns, and neither roWs nor 
columns are identi?ed as resiZable. The method involves 
making a set of speci?cations about the resiZing behavior of 
the various types of controls. The operating system essays 
the resource ?le for the dialogue, or a memory image 
derived from it, to de?ne columns and roWs partitioning the 
various controls. One set of columns and roWs corresponds 
to borders. The operating system determines Which columns 
and Which roWs are resiZable based on the types of controls 
in each column and roW. From this information, it is deter 
mined along Which axes the dialogue can groW. Border 
columns and roWs can be designated as special and controls 
in them treated as a single entity to maintain controls in 
stylistically preferred arrangements upon resiZing. 
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METHOD FOR RESIZING USER INTERFACE 
ELEMENTS FOR AN OPERATING SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] This invention relates to graphical user interface 
(GUI) elements, in particular containers of GUI elements 
such as parent WindoWs, forms and dialog boxes. The 
invention dynamically adds resizing semantics to GUI 
objects (containers) that do not already contain such infor 
mation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Many computer operating systems generate Win 
doW-based graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The operating 
systems generally provide tools to alloW developers to 
generate WindoWs With controls called dialogues. Operating 
systems may provide other kinds of user interface elements 
such as forms as Well. Referring to FIG. 1, a dialogue box 
includes the controls: an edit box 10, a list box 20, and a 
static 30, a check box 40, and a combo box 50. The edit box 
10 provides a space for the direct entry of text. In the 
example of FIG. 1, the edit box 10 alloWs a user to enter the 
name and/or path for a ?le. The list box 20 alloWs the user 
to select a prede?ned item from a list. The static 30 is simply 
a label. The check box 40 alloWs an item to be selected 
independently of other items, each corresponding to another 
check box. Most dialogue boxes also have at least one button 
60 to invoke a particular command. 

[0003] With larger monitors and higher resolution dis 
plays, users are likely to ?nd it more useful to expand the 
length, for example, of a list box 20 so that more content 
(including controls) is displayed. Since all dialogue boxes 
must be de?ned for the smallest standard screen siZe and 
resolution, users With larger screens Would likely prefer to 
take advantage of their increase screen area by displaying 
more information, thereby making their interfaces more 
useful. 

[0004] A dialogue box can be de?ned by developers so 
that the dialogue box can be resiZed and its contents redis 
tributed to take advantage of the neW siZe. To de?ne the 
dialogue features, a developer uses a resource editor to 
de?ne the layout and characteristics of the dialogue box. A 
resulting resource ?le contains detailed speci?cations that 
de?ne the controls and Which parts of the box can be scaled 
and along Which axes. The use of resource ?les alloWs for 
changes to be made to the arrangement and content of 
dialogue boxes and their controls Without the need to modify 
the application code that displays the controls. The controls 
corresponding to the labels of the dialogue box can be 
changed by simply modifying the resource ?le for the 
particular dialogue box. The application can then be re-built 
Without recompiling and, When subsequently executed, the 
application Will have the operating system open the resource 
?le and generate the dialogue. The process of generating the 
dialogue may involve reading the resource ?le and gener 
ating a derivative memory image that is used to create the 
dialogue rather than stepping through the resource ?le in real 
time as the dialogue is actually generated. 

[0005] The need to speci?cally de?ne the resiZing char 
acteristics of the dialogue arises because only some of the 
controls 10-60 can be expanded in a useful Way. For 
example, expanding the dialogue box to increase the siZe of 
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each feature, including fonts, Would not alloW more infor 
mation to be displayed. Operating systems generally provide 
mechanisms for de?ning resiZable dialogue boxes, but the 
code for de?ning such boxes is complex and most devel 
opers Would prefer the expedient of avoiding the complexity 
of such expense. Developers may also already have a large 
number of dialogues that are already de?ned. To modify 
these to make them resiZable requires a substantial amount 
of additional Work. Also, any time the dialogues are revised 
to add neW controls, the Whole set of resiZing code must 
revised to be compatible With the neW controls. 

[0006] Many applications already alloW users to change 
the font siZe of the vieW of a document. The standard font 
siZes of the operating system user interface can also be 
changed. But this may not enhance the dialogue boxes or 
controls as desired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] An operating system program alloWs dialogue 
boxes, de?ned Without any explicit resiZing parameters, to 
be resiZed appropriately to the types of controls contained 
Within them. The approach is to “Walk-through” the dimen 
sional de?nitions for the controls, their siZes and positions, 
and the dimensions of the dialogue box itself. With this 
information, roWs and columns are de?ned and identi?ed as 
resiZable. When the dialogue box dimensions are changed, 
the additional length is distributed among the resiZable roWs 
and columns. According to the method, only roWs, only 
columns, both roWs and columns, and neither roWs nor 
columns are identi?ed as resiZable. The resiZing command is 
received by placing the pointing device at the edges or 
comers of the boxes in the Well-knoWn fashion. The pointer 
is hot tracked and changes shape to indicate the alloWed 
dimensional changes for the dialogue. Thus, horiZontal, 
vertical or diagonal double arroW may appear When the 
pointer is moved over the comer, as appropriate. 

[0008] The method involves making a set of speci?cations 
about the resiZing behavior of the various types of controls. 
For example, buttons and statics do not resiZe. List boxes 
can groW in length and height. Edit boxes can get Wider, but 
not taller. In a preferred implementation, the Walk-through 
occurs When the dialogue is ready to be displayed. When the 
application calls an operating system function to display the 
dialogue, it calls a particular API, in response to Which 
particular messages are sent (most of the messages may be 
internal, for example, the particular font to be used). During 
that message, the operating system determines What controls 
are de?ned for the dialogue. The operating system thus 
essays the resource ?le for the dialogue, or a memory image 
derived from it, to de?ne columns and roWs partitioning the 
various controls. One set of columns and roWs corresponds 
to borders. Using a prede?ned set of characteristics for each 
type of control, the operating system determines Which 
columns and Which roWs are resiZable. From this informa 
tion, it is determined along Which axes the dialogue can 
groW. 

[0009] Once the dialogue is generated on the screen, 
during any messages generated When the pointer is over a 
border, the pointer is changed to indicate hoW the dialogue 
can change siZe. If the pointer is over a corner and the 
dialogue can groW, the pointer changes to a double-headed 
arroW aligned With the axis to Which groWth is restricted, or, 
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if the dialogue can grow in along both axes, the pointer is 
changed to a diagonal double-headed arroW. 

[0010] Upon a message to change the siZe of the dialogue, 
the groWth is restricted to the axis or axes permitted to groW. 
If the dialogue cannot groW, the siZe takes its initial settings. 

[0011] Upon a message indicating neW dimensions, the 
additional siZe is allocated evenly among the resiZable 
columns/roWs. The controls are then reattached to the col 
umns and roWs. If the controls are resiZable, they are 
stretched to ?ll the respective stretched column or roW. The 
dialogue is then repainted With the neW siZing information. 

[0012] In alternative embodiments, the siZing information 
is given as a global operating system parameter. For 
example, all dialogues may be scaled by a ?xed percentage, 
Wherever possible. The global operating system parameter 
can be coupled to the screen resolution so that When the user 
changes the screen from 640x480 to 800x600, all dialogues 
are automatically scaled, to the extent possible, by a factor 
of 1.25. 

[0013] Using the invention, no additional coding for the 
dialogues is necessary to alloW such resiZing. Also, the 
method uses a minimum of additional data to insure that 
processing is speedy. In addition, the particular set of 
resiZing rules insures that the resiZed dialogues are visually 
agreeable and that the additional siZe available exploited to 
maximum ergonomic advantage. This is done by providing 
the folloWing. 

[0014] All controls resiZe in both directions except: 
check boxes, group boxes, statics, combo boxes, and 
edit boxes. 

[0015] Edit boxes and combo boxes may become 
Wider only. 

[0016] Any buttons along a bottom edge or right edge 
Will maintain their spacing after resiZing. 

[0017] Any buttons along a right edge are identi?ed 
With a top, center, or bottom position and maintained 
at the respective top, center, or bottom position after 
resiZing. 

[0018] Any buttons along a bottom edge are identi 
?ed With a right, left, or middle position and main 
tained at the respective right, left, or middle position 
after resiZing. 

[0019] Columns and roWs are rated for resiZing 
according to a Weighting factor that is +2 for each 
resiZable control and —1 for each non-resiZable con 
trol and the column or roW is designated resiZable if 
its total Weight is Zero or positive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0020] FIG. 1 is a draWing of a dialogue box according to 
the prior art. 

[0021] FIG. 2 is a How chart de?ning a procedure for 
determining attributes of a dialogue box for purposes of 
resiZing the dialogue box according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 

[0022] FIG. 3 is a How chart of a procedure for resiZing 
a dialogue box responsively to the attributes de?ned accord 
ing to the procedure of FIG. 2. 
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[0023] FIG. 4 is a diagram of a simple dialogue box 
shoWing guides and other attributes de?ned according to 
procedures de?ned in FIG. 2. 

[0024] FIGS. 5a-5a' illustrate alternative behaviors of 
non-resiZable controls before and after horiZontal resiZing of 
a dialogue box. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0025] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, during a message sent 
When a dialogue is ready to be displayed by a process, a 
resource ?le associated With the dialogue, or memory image 
derived from the resource ?le, is processed as folloWs. First 
in step S10, an information object is de?ned for each control 
to compile a list. In step S20, a bounding rectangle is derived 
from the control de?nitions Which indicate the siZe and 
location of each control relative to the dialogue borders. The 
bounding rectangle is the minimum-siZed rectangle that 
contains all the controls. In step S30, the location of each 
control is related to the bounding rectangle in the respective 
information object. In step S40, a list of edges is formed, one 
edge for each control. Each edge is a continuous line that 
tightly bounds the control on four sides, top, bottom, left, 
and right. Each edge is associated to a control. In step S50, 
the edges are sorted in ascending order of position. That is, 
the horiZontal edges are sorted so that the ones that are 
spatially close together are adjacent in the list. The vertical 
edges are sorted so that the ones that are spatially close 
together are adjacent in the list. In step S60, a series of 
horiZontal guides is generated. Each guide lies midWay 
betWeen adjacent horiZontal edges. This assumes overlap 
ping edges are considered a single edge or are removed from 
the list. The result of de?ning these horiZontal guides is a 
series of roWs, one betWeen each guide. Those roWs that are 
overly narroW (spaced apart beloW some threshold distance), 
are deleted from the series in step S70. In step S80, a series 
of vertical guides is generated. Each guide lies midWay 
betWeen adjacent vertical edges. This assumes overlapping 
edges are considered a single edge or are removed from the 
list. The result of de?ning these vertical guides is a series of 
columns, one betWeen each guide. Those columns that are 
overly narroW (spaced apart beloW some threshold distance), 
are deleted from the series in step S90. In step S100, the edge 
of each control is bound to its nearest guide so that each 
control is connected With a respective top, bottom, left, and 
right guide. In step S110, the number of roWs and columns 
spanned by each control is determined. In step S120, the 
distance of each control to the nearest column/roW is deter 
mined. 

[0026] In step S130, the siZeability of each column and 
roW is determined. This is done by Weighting each column 
and roW as folloWs. For each roW, add 2 to its Weight for 
each vertically resiZable control Within it and subtract 1 from 
its Weight for each vertically non-resiZable control Within it. 
For each column, add 2 to its Weight for each horiZontally 
resiZable control Within it and subtract 1 from its Weight for 
each horiZontally non-resiZable control Within it. If the total 
Weight is Zero or greater, the column or roW is deemed 
resiZable. 

[0027] Next, in step S140, the control de?nitions are 
searched to determine if any roWs or columns qualify as 
special. The idea behind designating rightmost columns 
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and/or bottom-most roWs as special is to keep controls in an 
ergonomic and visually pleasing arrangement. Control but 
tons for canceling and accepting changes made in a dialogue 
are frequently grouped together in a particular location, 
typically along the right edge or bottom edge of the dia 
logue. Frequently, these controls are also located adjacent a 
corner or in the center (vertical alignment) or middle (hori 
Zontal alignment) of the edge. When a column or roW is 
designated as special, the spacing and alignment (as Well as 
siZe) of these controls is maintained When the dialogue is 
resiZed. In step S140, the data are searched for controls that 
indicate such a special placement. The criteria for being 
considered special may include Whether the column or roW 
contains a respective column or roW of equal-siZed buttons 
aligned With the respective vertical or horiZontal edge. When 
a column and/or roW is designated as special, the controls 
Within them, that ?t these criteria are treated as one (to 
preserve spacing) and their alignment (top, bottom, center, 
left, right, middle) preserved. In step S150, the alignment 
information is determined. If, for example, the controls fall 
Within a threshold distance from an edge, they may be 
considered aligned With that edge (top, bottom, center, left, 
right, middle). If they are, in the aggregate, aligned, Within 
a tolerance Zone, With the middle of an edge, they may be 
designated as center or middle-aligned. In step S150, the 
siZes of the bounding rectangle for the special controls is 
also determined. One criteria may be that special controls 
share common edges, so that there may be no more than tWo 
extra edges for each control over and above the edges that 
bound the group. 

[0028] Referring to FIG. 3, upon an appropriate event or 
message, for example in WindoWs®, the message 
WM_WINDOWPOSCHANGING Would be sent, the oper 
ating system function de?ned in FIG. 3 may be invoked. In 
step S210, if at least one column or roW is determined to be 
resiZable, control Would pass to step S220, otherWise the 
function Would do nothing in response to the message. At 
step S220, resiZing information is ?ltered. If only one or 
more roWs is resiZable, only vertical resiZing information is 
processed. If only one or more columns is resiZable, only 
horiZontal resiZing information is processed. If the resiZing 
information indicates a vertical or horiZontal siZe smaller 
than a minimum siZe, the resiZing information is ?ltered out 
and not acted upon. In step S230, the additional vertical 
and/or horiZontal space may be distributed evenly among the 
resiZable roWs and columns, respectively. Alternatively, the 
space may be distributed according to some prede?ned 
Weighting scheme. The scheme could be simple or complex. 
For example, if the For example, a resiZability “score” may 
account for the predetermined usefulness of resiZing each 
particular type of dialogue element so that a column having 
multiples of such elements Would receive a high score and 
a correspondingly higher share of the gained Width. For 
example, edit boxes may be given a higher score than list 
boxes. In step S240, the controls are repositioned according 
to the guides to Which they Were deemed attached. 

[0029] In step S250, resiZable controls are resiZed by 
gluing their edges to their bounding guides so that their siZe 
is determined by the increase (or decrease) in the distance 
betWeen the bounding guides. That is, the edges of the 
controls remain a ?xed distance from their bounding guides 
both before and after resiZing. Thus, a resiZable control 
overlaying tWo resiZable columns Will expand more in Width 
than a control overlaying only one resiZable column. 
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[0030] In step S260, the alignment of special controls is 
determined. As indicated above, if a control is part of a 
special group (evenly spaced and aligned along a border), 
these controls are treated as a single non-resiZable object and 
they folloW the adjacent alignment guide. That is, for 
example, if the controls are deemed right-aligned, they 
folloW the right-most guide. For the other controls, if they 
are Within a column or roW that is resiZable, those controls 
that are not resiZable may be connected With one of their 
bounding guides or kept centered betWeen their respective 
bounding guides. Finally, in step S270, the siZe and position 
of the dialogue is established. 

[0031] Referring to FIG. 4, a simple dialogue 1000 has a 
combo control 180, buttons 160, a check box 135, and statics 
190 and 195. When the operating system functions are 
invoked by the appropriate message call (for example in 
Windows@ the message Would be WM_INITDIALOG), 
data de?ning the dialogue is loaded into memory from the 
resource ?le de?ning the dialogue 1000. FolloWing the steps 
described in FIG. 1, guide lines 120 (typical horiZontal 
guideline) 110, 100 (the latter being bounding guides for a 
resiZable combo control 180) are de?ned. Columns 140, 
142, and 144 are designated non-resiZable because they each 
contain three non-resiZable controls, a respective one of 
buttons 160, a static 190, and a check box 135 (check box 
includes both the actual box and the label that spans across 
the three columns as a single control), and a only one 
resiZable control, combo box 180. Thus, the score for these 
columns Would be +2 —3, or —1, making the total Weight less 
than Zero. 

[0032] For column 130, shoWn With hatching, the total 
Weight is Zero because column 130 contains tWo non 
resiZable controls, static 190 and check box 135. It also 
contains a resiZable combo control 180. Thus, column 130 
is resiZable because its total Weight is +2 —1 —1, or Zero. 

[0033] RoWs 150, 152, 154, and 170 are all non-resiZable. 
First, none of these roWs contains a vertically resiZable 
control. All contain a vertically non-resiZable control. There 
fore the score for each is less than Zero. Thus, during 
execution of the resiZing command, the vertical resiZing 
information is ?ltered out. 

[0034] RoW 170 is found to be a special roW. Therefore 
roW 170 Would not be designated as resiZable for that reason 
alone. The reason it is special is that it contains three buttons 
aligned With the bottom edge of the dialogue. As discussed 
above, such special status may be accorded by various 
criteria. Consistent With the style guide incorporated by 
reference beloW, Where a set of controls are equally spaced 
and aligned along one edge (in this case, the bottom edge of 
the dialogue) and apparently “right-justi?ed”, “center justi 
?ed”, or “left-justi?ed” (in this case, “right-justi?ed”), the 
controls are clearly special. The “right-justi?cation of the 
controls Will remain When the dialogue is resiZed. That is, 
call three buttons 160 Will remain a ?xed distance from the 
right guide 110. 

[0035] Note that the guides shoWn in FIG. 4 Were de?ned 
by placing guides midWay betWeen all control edges and 
eliminating guides that Were separated by less than a mini 
mum spacing. Thus, if the buttons 160 Were staggered 
vertically slightly, they Would still be grouped together in a 
single roW 170 after closely spaced guides Were eliminated. 
Also note that although all guides fall midWay betWeen 
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control edges, the guides that bound the entire set of controls 
lie directly adjacent the controls that determine their posi 
tions. 

[0036] To determine the neW siZe and location of the only 
resiZable control, the bounding vertical guides 100 and 110 
are used. These bounding guides 100 and 110 are separated 
further apart by a siZe increase command and the column 
130 correspondingly dilated. The edges of the resiZable 
control 180 remain ?xed distances from these guides When 
the dialogue 1000 is resiZed. Thus, the edges of the combo 
control 180 remain “glued” to the bounding guides 100 and 
110 as the dialogue is resiZed. 

[0037] Note that the resiZing command is received by 
placing the pointing device at the edges or comers of the 
boXes in the Well-knoWn fashion. The pointer is hot tracked 
and changes shape to indicate the alloWed dimensional 
changes for the dialogue. Thus, horiZontal, vertical or diago 
nal double arroW may appear When the pointer is moved 
over the comer, as appropriate. 

[0038] Note that in a preferred embodiment, combo boXes 
are not vertically resiZable but are horiZontally resiZable. 

[0039] Note that the resiZing data may be persisted by 
storing resiZing data in a central data store such as the 
Registry of WindoWs®. Since users often change their 
output device, for eXample by docking a notebook computer, 
the persistence information may end up being applied under 
undesirable circumstances. Therefore, it is sometimes pre 
ferred not to act upon persisted resiZing data although many 
applications do persist this resizing information. Alterna 
tively, it may be preferable in operating systems Where the 
con?guration data is available, to make the persisted resiZ 
ing data contingent on the con?guration. For eXample, if the 
operating system can determine if the computer is docked 
and the siZe of the screen is speci?ed for the docked 
con?guration, the persisted information may be imple 
mented. OtherWise the minimum siZe may be used. 

[0040] Note that the border may be de?ned according to 
any suitable criterion for purposes of detecting When the 
pointing device overlies a border. 

[0041] Referring to FIGS. 5a-5d, a non-resiZable 210 
control Whose bounding guides (those closest to each of its 
respective outer edges) 220 are separated by virtue of being 
separated by a resiZable column, can move in various 
different Ways When the guides 220 are moved. For eXample, 
starting With the con?guration of FIG. 5a, the control 210 
can remain equidistant betWeen the guides 220 as shoWn in 
FIG. 5b. Alternatively, the control 210 can folloW one of the 
guides either to the left or to the right When the dialogue is 
resiZed as shoWn in FIGS. 5c and 5d, respectively. As 
discussed above, When the control is resiZable, it remains 
glued at its edges to the respective bounding guides. The 
above applies equally to vertical resiZing as Well. 

[0042] Note that although in the embodiments discussed 
above, the Walk-through of the dialogue de?nitions is done 
When the dialogue is displayed, according to alternative 
embodiments, this Walk-through could be done at other 
times using the teachings of the current speci?cation. For 
eXample, the resource ?le or other data used to de?ne the 
dialogue may be surveyed and an additional ?le generated 
for holding resiZing data. This resiZing data could be gen 
erated even before of the softWare application that de?nes 
and uses the dialogues. 
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[0043] Note that although in the embodiments described 
above, the eXample of dialogue boXes is discussed, it is 
apparent from the teachings of the present disclosure that the 
invention is applicable to other kinds of user-interface 
elements as Well. For eXample, the invention is applicable to 
forms, message WindoWs, or any type of “top level WindoW.” 

[0044] The folloWing reference contains additional rules 
that may be, and preferably are, used to control the resiZing 
process. The entirety of the folloWing book is incorporated 
herein by reference. The Windows Interface Guidelines for 
Software Design: An Application Design Guide, 576 pages, 
Published by Microsoft Press, Publication date: July 1995, 
ISBN: 1556156790. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method in an operating system for resiZing an 

operating system interface element containing controls, the 
controls being de?ned by control de?nitions stored in a 
memory, the method comprising the steps of: 

receiving a command to resiZe said interface element; 

responsively to said step of receiving, de?ning resiZable 
regions of said interface element responsively to said 
control de?nitions; 

resiZing said interface element responsively to a result of 
said step of de?ning, Whereby said interface element is 
resiZed by resiZing only said resiZable regions of said 
interface element. 

2. A method as in claim 1, Wherein said step of de?ning 
includes de?ning guides separating columns and roWs of 
said controls, such that each of said resiZable regions is 
bounded by at least tWo of said guides. 

3. Amethod as in claim 2, Wherein said guides are de?ned 
such that a separation betWeen adjacent ones of said guides 
is alWays a minimum magnitude. 

4. A method as in claim 2, Wherein said step of de?ning 
includes identifying each of said controls as to Whether it is 
vertically or horiZontally resiZable and designating each of 
said columns and roWs as resiZable responsively to said step 
of assigning. 

5. A method as in claim 1, Wherein said step of de?ning 
includes identifying each of said controls as to Whether it is 
vertically or horiZontally resiZable. 

6. A method as in claim 5, Wherein said step of de?ning 
includes de?ning guides separating columns and roWs of 
said controls, such that each of said resiZable regions is 
bounded by at least tWo of said guides. 

7. A method in an operating system for resiZing an 
operating system interface element containing controls, the 
controls being de?ned by control de?nitions stored in a 
memory, the method comprising the steps of: 

de?ning guides separating columns and roWs of said 
controls; 

assigning to each of said controls an attribute based on the 
type of control, the attribute being either vertically 
resiZable, horiZontally resiZable, or non-resiZable; 

designating each of said columns and roWs as resiZable 
based on said attributes of said controls overlying said 
each of said columns and roWs. 

8. A method as in claim 7, Wherein said step of designat 
ing includes cumulating a total score by adding a value 
associated With each of said attributes With each control in 
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a given column or roW contributing its respective value to 
the total score for the respective column or roW, said column 
or roW being designated as resiZable based on the total score 
for said column or roW. 

9. A method as in claim 7, Wherein said steps of de?ning 
and designating are performed subsequently to a step of 
receiving a command to resiZe said interface element. 

10. Amethod as in claim 7, Wherein said interface element 
is a dialogue boX. 

11. A method in an operating system for resiZing an 
operating system interface element containing controls, the 
controls being de?ned by control de?nitions stored in a 
memory, the method comprising the steps of: 

determining Whether a set of said controls lies in a 
prede?ned geometric con?guration Within a prede?ned 
range of tolerance; 

resiZing said interface element While maintaining a ?Xed 
geometric distance betWeen said controls of said set 
after said step of resiZing. 

12. A method as in claim 11, Wherein: 

said interface element is a dialogue boX; and 

said step of determining includes determining if each of 
said set of controls de?nes a common line aligned With 
a loWer-most edge or a right-most edge of each of said 
set of controls and said common line is Within a 
predetermined distance of a respective edge of said 
interface element. 

13. Amethod as in claim 11, wherein said step of resizing 
includes: 

de?ning guides separating columns and roWs of said 
controls; 

assigning to each of said controls an attribute based on the 
type of control, the attribute being either vertically 
resiZable, horiZontally resiZable, or non-resiZable; and 

designating each of said columns and roWs as resiZable 
based on said attributes of said controls overlying said 
each of said columns and roWs. 

14. A method in an operating system for resiZing a 
dialogue boX of a graphical user interface, said dialogue boX 
containing controls, the controls being de?ned by properties 
indicating respective positions of each of said controls 
Within said dialogue boX and control-type data indicating 
respective types of each of said controls stored in a memory, 
the method comprising the steps of: 

identifying for each type of control in said control-type 
data, Whether said type of control is resiZable in a 
vertical direction; 

dividing an area of said dialogue boX into roWs; 

for at least one of said roWs, determining overlying ones 
of said controls that overlie said at least one of said 
roWs and designating said at least one of said roWs as 
resiZable When at least one of said overlying controls is 
of a type determined, in said step of identifying, to be 
resiZable; and 

resiZing said dialogue boX by stretching said at least one 
of said roWs designated as resiZable in said step of 
designating. 
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15. A method as in claim 14, Wherein: 

said at least one of said roWs is at least tWo of said roWs; 
and 

said step of resiZing includes stretching by equal displace 
ments each of said at least tWo of said roWs designated 
as resiZable in said step of resiZing. 

16. A method as in claim 14, further comprising the step 
of stretching vertically at least one of said overlying con 
trols. 

17. A method in an operating system for resiZing a 
dialogue boX of a graphical user interface, said dialogue boX 
containing controls, the controls being de?ned by properties 
indicating respective positions of each of said controls 
Within said dialogue boX and control-type data indicating 
respective types of each of said controls stored in a memory, 
the method comprising the steps of: 

identifying for each type of control in said control-type 
data, Whether said type of control is resiZable in a 
horiZontal direction; 

dividing an area of said dialogue boX into columns; 

for at least one of said columns, determining overlying 
ones of said controls that overlie said at least one of 
said columns and designating said at least one of said 
columns as resiZable When at least one of said overly 
ing controls is of a type determined, in said step of 
identifying, to be resiZable; and 

resiZing said dialogue boX by Widening said at least one 
of said columns designated as resiZable in said step of 
designating. 

18. A method of forming a dialogue boX by a graphical 
user interface, said dialogue boX containing controls, said 
method comprising the steps of: 

de?ning said dialogue boX and storing resulting de?nition 
data in a computer permanent storage; 

loading said resulting de?nition data into a memory of 
said computer; 

displaying said dialogue boX on a display of said com 
puter; 

receiving through an input of said computer a command 
to resiZe said dialogue boX; 

determining at least one resiZable subarea of said dialogue 
boX to stretch responsively to a type of a control de?ned 
in said de?nition data, Whereby a need for de?ning 
resiZability information in said de?nition data is 
avoided. 

19. A method as in claim 18, Wherein said subarea 
includes a columnar section of said dialogue boX. 

20. A method as in claim 18, Wherein said subarea 
includes a roW section of said dialogue boX. 

21. Amethod as in claim 18, Wherein said step of de?ning 
is restricted to de?ning de?nition data that includes no data 
indicating a portion of said dialogue that may be increased 
in siZe. 

22. A method in an operating system for resiZing an 
operating system interface element containing controls, the 
controls being de?ned by control de?nitions stored in a 
memory, the method comprising the steps of: 

de?ning guides separating columns and roWs of said 
controls; and 
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designating each of said columns and roWs as resiZable 
based on attributes of said controls overlying said each 
of said columns and roWs; 

said step of designating includes cumulating a total score 
by adding a value associated With each of said 
attributes With each control in a given column or roW 
contributing its respective value to the total score for 
the respective column or roW, said column or roW being 
designated as resiZable based on the total score for said 
column or roW. 

23. A method in an operating system for resiZing an 
operating system form containing controls, the controls 
being de?ned by control de?nitions stored in a memory, the 
method comprising the steps of: 
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determining Whether a set of said controls lies in a 
prede?ned geometric con?guration Within a prede?ned 
range of tolerance; 

resiZing said form While maintaining a ?Xed geometric 
distance betWeen said controls of said set after said step 
of resiZing. 

24. A method as in claim 13, Wherein said step of 
determining includes determining if each of said set of 
controls de?nes a common line aligned With a loWer-most 
edge or a right-most edge of each of said set of controls and 
said common line is Within a predetermined distance of a 
respective edge of said interface element. 

* * * * * 


